
Medius is a leading provider 
of AP invoice automation 
solutions in the cloud. We 
serve over 2,500 customers 
worldwide with over 
150,000 unique users of 
our cloud solutions with 
high density in retail and 
manufacturing. Founded in 
2001, Medius now has 220 
employees working out of 
offices in Sweden (HQ), the 
United States, Australia, 
Denmark, Norway, Poland 
and the Netherlands. 

Learn more at  
mediusflow.com.

Control AP, Control Your Business

Total Visibility and Control of AP

What our customers have to say…

MediusFlow allows businesses to control 
and improve their entire Accounts Payable 
process and increase the financial 
visibility throughout the organization. 
Unprecedented access to data combined 
with powerful reporting capabilities allows 
both finance teams and management to 
get a clear financial picture of the business, 
identify process improvements and make 
informed business decisions. 

Our cloud solution is flexible and scalable 
and provides an exceptional user 
experience across devices ensuring a high 
level of adoption and consistent use.

See what we can do for you at 
mediusflow.com

“When I have control of accounts payable, I have – and can 
provide – a greater understanding of our business.”

“From a global perspective, the benefit is logging into the system 
and being able to see our entire organization.” 

“The flexibility and ease of approval, the ability to know exactly 
where you are with AP at any given moment no matter who has 
it or where it is. It is accessible, reportable, and very usable.” 

“It gives us much more visibility than before and we can control it 
much better – without Medius, we wouldn’t have visibility.”

To Learn More…
Visit our website and check out the  
Silver Eagle Case Study: Gaining finanical visibility in 
weeks with automated AP workflows.

Or watch our webinar: ‘How AP invoice automation 
achieves the CFO agenda.’

https://www.mediusflow.com/
https://www.mediusflow.com/
https://www.mediusflow.com/en/Knowledge/Case-studies/Silver-Eagle
https://www.mediusflow.com/Knowledge/Webinars/On-demand/How-AP-invoice-automation-achieves-the-CFO-agenda

